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TRACK CHANGES TO TOMORROW’S CARS:
Bookmark autonews.com/futureproduct to stay
updated on automakers’ product portfolios.
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Japan’s Big three won’t ignore cars

L
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eaders in both sales and innovation, Japan’s Big Three
auto brands will look to fortify this role with crucial updates across the entire spectrum of models they
sell and a stronger push into electrification.
Their luxury counterparts, meanwhile, are still in the
midst of transformations aimed at cementing a clearer
identity, swapping aging products for new ones.
Crossovers may be the rage, but Honda, Nissan and Toyota have a legacy of successful cars in the U.S. marketplace,
and each brand is keen to hang on to the considerable volume these segments bring in.
The Accord and Camry are getting redesigns this year,
and Nissan’s Altima joins the group in 2018. Nissan and
Toyota will also introduce redesigned compacts and sub-

WHAT DO THE
TERMS MEAN?

l Freshen: Minor changes to
interior and exterior, such as
new grille, fascia, front and
rear lights or seat surfaces

compacts the following year.
The first six months of 2017 marked the first time the
top-selling models for the Nissan, Toyota and Honda
brands weren’t a sedan. All have robust portfolios of crossovers, so instead of wholesale changes this decade, look for
subtle tweaks to the already popular recipes.
Japan’s luxury marques will see an infusion of fresh
crossovers, including a new nameplate at Lexus and restyled versions of key models at Acura and Infiniti.
Pickups, a soft spot for the Japanese, will get more attention at the end of the decade when an updated Toyota Tundra and Nissan Frontier arrive.
Green cars continue to play a big role in Japanese automakers’ plans. Expect big things from Nissan’s second-generation Leaf EV and Honda’s yet-unnamed dedicated hybrid C-segment vehicle as they’re unveiled within

l Re-engineering: Significant engineering
changes, such as revised powertrain,
chassis, suspension, center stack or interior.
Often includes some new sheet metal.
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the next six months. Honda is also applying electrified
powertrains across its core products.
Toyota, a hybrid pioneer that had de-emphasized battery
EVs, is now playing catch-up. Word is Toyota is developing a
solid-state battery system that will be smaller, lighter and easier to recharge when it debuts early next decade. a

l Redesign: New platform,
powertrain, interior and sheet
metal. Engine and transmission
could be carried over.

l New: A nameplate
added to the lineup

TIMELINE
2017
2ND HALF

Toyota

Yaris freshen
Camry redesign
Prius c freshen
Sienna freshen

2018
1ST HALF

2019

Avalon redesign
RAV4 redesign

Corolla redesign
Corolla iM redesign
86 redesign
Supra successor
debut
Sequoia redesign?
Tundra redesign
Sienna redesign

Yaris redesign?
Small fuel-cell car
debut?
Highlander redesign
Tacoma freshen

Camry freshen
C-HR freshen
4Runner redesign?

ES redesign

UX debut
IS redesign
RC freshen?
NX redesign
RX freshen?

GS redesign
GX redesign?

RX redesign?
LS/LC freshen?
LX redesign?

Versa redesign
Sentra redesign
Altima redesign
Kicks debut

Versa Note resdesign
Armada freshen
Frontier redesign
NV200 redesign
NV redesign

Pathfinder redesign

Murano redesign
Versa freshen
Sentra freshen
Altima freshen
Maxima freshen

2018 Toyota
Camry

LS redesign
RX 3-row debut

2021

2ND HALF

2018 Lexus LS

Lexus

2020

2018 Nissan
Leaf spy shot

Nissan

Leaf redesign
Rogue Sport debut
Murano freshen

Infiniti

Q50 freshen
QX80 redesign

QX50 redesign

Q70 redesign

QX60 redesign

Q80 debut

QX70 return

Honda

Accord redesign
Clarity debut
Fit freshen
Odyssey redesign

Stand-alone hybrid
debut

Civic hybrid debut
Civic freshen
Fit freshen
CR-V hybrid debut
Premium crossover
debut
Pilot freshen
Pilot plug-in hybrid
debut

Odyssey hybrid debut?

Fit redesign
Clarity freshen
Ridgeline freshen

Accord freshen
Civic redesign?

RLX freshen

RDX redesign

ILX redesign
CDX debut?

RLX redesign
MDX redesign

TLX redesign

RDX freshen?

2018 Honda
Accord
Touring

Acura

2018 Infiniti Q50

